Why ReLU networks yield high-confidence predictions far away from the training data and how to mitigate the problem
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Abstract

Classifiers used in the wild, in particular for safety-critical systems, should know when they don’t know, in particular make low confidence predictions far away from the training data. We show that ReLU type neural networks fail in this regard as they produce almost always high confidence predictions far away from the training data. For bounded domains we propose a new robust optimization technique similar to adversarial training which enforces low confidence predictions far away from the training data. We show that this technique is surprisingly effective in reducing the confidence of predictions far away from the training data while maintaining high confidence predictions and test error on the original classification task compared to standard training. This is a short version of the corresponding CVPR paper.

1. Introduction

Despite the great success story of neural networks there are also aspects of neural networks which are undesirable. A property naturally expected from any classifier is that it should know when it does not know or said more directly: far away from the training data a classifier should not make high confidence predictions. This is particularly important in safety-critical applications like autonomous driving or medical diagnosis systems where such an input should trigger human intervention or other measures ensuring safety.

Many cases of high confidence predictions by neural networks far away from the training data have been reported, e.g. on fooling [28] or out-of-distribution images [14] or in a medical diagnosis task [20]. Moreover, it has been observed that, even on the original task, neural networks often produce overconfident predictions [11].

A related but different problem are adversarial samples [31, 10, 25]. Apart from methods which provide robustness guarantees for small neural networks [13, 33, 29, 23], up to our knowledge the only approach which has not been broken again [5, 4, 2] is adversarial training [22].

While several methods have been proposed to adjust overconfident predictions on the true input distribution using softmax calibration [11], ensemble techniques [18] or uncertainty estimation using dropout [9], only recently the detection of out-of-distribution inputs [14] has been tackled. The existing approaches basically either use adjustment techniques of the softmax outputs [8, 21] by temperature rescaling [11] or they use a generative model like a VAE or GAN to model boundary inputs of the true distribution [19, 32] in order to discriminate in-distribution from out-of-distribution inputs directly in the training process. While all these approaches are significant steps towards obtaining more reliable classifiers, those using a generative model have been recently challenged by [26, 15] which report that generative approaches can produce highly confident density estimates for inputs outside of the class they are supposed to model. Moreover, the quite useful models for confidence calibration on the input distribution like [9, 11, 18] cannot be used for out-of-distribution detection [20].

We show that the class of ReLU networks produces arbitrarily high confidence predictions far away from the training data. Moreover, we propose a robust optimization scheme motivated by adversarial training [22] which simply enforces uniform confidence predictions on noise images which are by construction far away from the true images. Our technique not only significantly reduces confidence on such noise images, but also on other unrelated image classification tasks and in some cases even for adversarial samples.

2. ReLU networks produce piecewise affine functions

We quickly review the fact that ReLU networks lead to continuous piecewise affine classifiers, see [1, 7], which we briefly summarize in order to set the ground
for our main theoretical result in Section 3.

**Definition 2.1.** A function \( f : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R} \) is called piecewise affine if there exists a finite set of polytopes \( \{Q_r\}_{r=1}^M \) (referred to as linear regions of \( f \)) such that \( \bigcup_{r=1}^M Q_r = \mathbb{R}^d \) and \( f \) is an affine function when restricted to every \( Q_r \).

Feedforward neural networks which use piecewise affine activation functions (e.g. ReLU, leaky ReLU) and are linear in the output layer can be rewritten as continuous piecewise affine functions \( \begin{align*}
\text{ReLU}(x) & = \max(x, 0) \\
\text{leaky ReLU}(x) & = \max(x, \epsilon) \\
\end{align*} \). This includes fully connected, convolutional, pooling, and residual layers and even skip connections as all these layers are just linear mappings. Moreover, it includes further average pooling and max pooling. More precisely, the classifier is a function \( f : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R}^K \), where \( K \) are the number of classes, such that each component \( f_1 : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R} \), is a continuous piecewise affine function and the \( K \) components \( (f_1)_K^{e=1} \) have the same set of linear regions. Note that explicit upper bounds on the number of linear regions have been given [24]. We refer to the appendix for an explicit derivation of the affine output \( f^{(L+1)}(z) \) of the ReLU network

\[
\left| f^{(L+1)}(z) \right|_{Q(x)} = V^{(L+1)} z + a^{(L+1)},
\]
on the linear region \( Q(x) \).

3. Why ReLU networks produce high confidence predictions far away from the training data

With the explicit description of the piecewise linear classifier resulting from a ReLU type network from Section 2, we can now formulate our main theorem. It shows that, as long as a very mild condition on the network holds, for any \( \epsilon > 0 \) one can always find (almost) all directions an input \( z \) far away from the training data which realizes a confidence of \( 1-\epsilon \) on \( z \) for a certain class.

All the proofs can be found in the appendix.

**Theorem 3.1.** Let \( \mathbb{R}^d = \bigcup_{l=1}^R Q_l \) and \( f(x) = V^T x + a^l \) be the piecewise affine representation of the output of a ReLU network on \( Q_l \). Suppose that \( V^T \) does not contain identical rows for all \( l = 1, \ldots, R \), then for almost any \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \) and \( \epsilon > 0 \) there exists an \( \alpha > 0 \) and a class \( k \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \) such that for \( z = \alpha x \) it holds

\[
\frac{e_{f_k(z)}}{\sum_{r=1}^K e_{f_r(z)}} \geq 1 - \epsilon.
\]

Moreover, \( \lim_{\alpha \to \infty} \frac{e_{f_k(\alpha x)}}{\sum_{r=1}^K e_{f_r(\alpha x)}} = 1 \).

Please note that the condition that for a region the linear part \( V^T \) need not contain two identical rows is very weak. It is hardly imaginable that this is ever true for a normally trained network unless the output of the network is constant anyway. Even if it is true, it just invalidates the assertion of the theorem for the points lying in this region. Without explicitly enforcing this condition it seems impossible that this is true for all possible asymptotic regions extending to infinity.

The result implies that for ReLU networks there exist infinitely many inputs which realize arbitrarily high confidence predictions of the network. It is easy to see that temperature rescaling [21] of the softmax, \( \frac{e_{f_k(x)/T}}{\sum_{r=1}^K e_{f_r(x)/T}} \), will not be able to detect these cases. Also a reject option in the classifier, see e.g. [3], will not help to detect these instances either. Without modifying the architecture of a ReLU network it is impossible to prevent this phenomenon. Note that arbitrarily high confidence predictions for ReLU networks can be obtained only if the domain is unbounded, e.g. \( \mathbb{R}^d \). However, images are contained in \( [0,1]^d \) and thus Theorem 3.1 does not directly apply, even though the technique can in principle be used to produce high-confidence predictions (see Table 2, where we show how much one has to upscale to achieve 99.9% confidence). In the next section we propose a novel training scheme enforcing low confidence predictions on inputs far away from the training data.

4. Adversarial Confidence Enhanced Training

Theorem 3.1 tells us that for ReLU networks a post-processing of the softmax scores is not sufficient to avoid high-confidence predictions far away from the training data - instead there seem to be two potential ways to tackle the problem: a) one uses an extra generative model either for the in-distribution or for the out-distribution or b) one modifies directly the network via an adaptation of the training process so that uniform confidence predictions are enforced far away from the training data. As recently problems with generative models have been pointed out which assign high confidence to samples from the out-distribution [20] (we explore approach b).

We assume that it is possible to characterize a distribution \( p_{\text{out}} \) on the input space for which we are sure that it does not belong to the true distribution \( p_{\text{in}} \) resp. the set of the intersection of their supports has small probability mass. An example of such an out-distribution \( p_{\text{out}} \) would be the uniform distribution on \([0,1]^{w \times h} \) (\( w \times h \) gray scale images) or similar noise distributions. Suppose that the in-distribution consists of
certain image classes like handwritten digits, then the probability mass of all images of handwritten digits under the $p_{\text{out}}$ is close to zero.

In such a setting the training objective can be written as a sum of two losses:

$$\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_{CE}(y_i, f(x_i)) + \lambda \mathbb{E}[L_{p_{\text{out}}}(f, Z)],$$

(1)

where $(x_i, y_i)_{i=1}^{N}$ is the i.i.d. training data, $Z$ has distribution $p_{\text{out}}$ and

$$L_{p_{\text{out}}}(f, z) = \max_{l=1,\ldots,K} \log \left( \frac{e^{f_l(z)}}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} e^{f_k(z)}} \right).$$

(2)

$L_{CE}$ is the usual cross entropy loss on the original classification task and $L_{p_{\text{out}}}(f, z)$ is the maximal log confidence over all classes, where the confidence of class $l$ is given by $\frac{e^{f_l(z)}}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} e^{f_k(z)}}$, with the softmax function as the link function. The full loss can be easily minimized by using SGD with batchsize $B$ for the original data and adding $[\lambda B]$ samples from $p_{\text{out}}$ on which one enforces a uniform distribution over the labels. We call this process in the following confidence enhancing data augmentation (CEDA).

A similar scheme has been proposed, where they use as $p_{\text{out}}$ existing large image datasets, whereas we favor an agnostic approach where $p_{\text{out}}$ models a certain “noise” distribution on images.

The problem with CEDA is that it might take too many samples to enforce low confidence on the whole out-distribution. Moreover, it has been shown in the area of adversarial manipulation that data augmentation is not sufficient for robust models and we will see in Section F that indeed CEDA models still produce high confidence predictions in a neighborhood of noise images. Thus we are enforcing low confidence not only at the point itself but actively minimize the worst case in a neighborhood of the point similar to adversarial training we call his adversarial noise. We present the following formulation of adversarial confidence enhancing training (ACET)

$$\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_{CE}(y_i, f(x_i)) + \lambda \mathbb{E}\left[ \max_{\|u-Z\|_p \leq \epsilon} L_{p_{\text{out}}}(f, u) \right],$$

(3)

where in each SGD step one solves (approximately) for a given $z \sim p_{\text{out}}$ the optimization problem:

$$\max_{\|u-z\|_p \leq \epsilon} L_{p_{\text{out}}}(f, u).$$

(4)

We use always $p = \infty$. If the distributions $p_{\text{out}}$ and $p_{\text{in}}$ have joint support, the maximum in (4) could be obtained at a point in the support of the true distribution. However, if $p_{\text{out}}$ is a generic noise distribution like uniform noise or a smoothed version of it, then the number of cases where this happens has probability mass close to zero under $p_{\text{out}}$ and thus does not negatively influence in (3) the loss $L_{CE}$ on the true distribution.

The optimization of ACET in (3) can be done using an adapted version of PGD [22] for adversarial training where one performs projected gradient descent (potentially for a few restarts) and uses the $u$ realizing the worst loss for computing the gradient. We present in Figure 1 for MNIST a few noise images together with their adversarial modification $u$ (adversarial noise) generated by applying PGD to solve (4). One can observe that the generated images have no structure resembling images from the in-distribution.

5. Experiments

Noise is generated uniform at random or by permuting training images plus a Gaussian filter with standard deviation $\sigma \in [1.0, 2.5]$ and contrast rescaling to use the full range. Note that in contrast to other work [21, 19], we do not use out-of-distribution data sets during training. For details see the appendix\footnote{The code is available at https://github.com/max-andr/relu_networks_overconfident}.

Evaluation: We report for each model (plain, CEDA, ACET) the test error and the mean maximal confidence (for each point this is $\max_{k=1,\ldots,K} f_k(z)$), the attack for adversarial noise uses 200 iterations (test time) versus 40 iterations (training). We check the confidence on adversarial samples computed for the test set of the in-distribution dataset using 80 iterations of PGD with $\epsilon = 0.1$ (except MNIST with $\epsilon = 0.3$). The evaluations on adversarial noise and samples are novel. The adversarial noise is interesting as it actively searches for images which still yield high confidence in a neighborhood of a noise image. It potentially detects an over-adaptation to the noise model used during training in particular in CEDA. The evaluation on adversarial samples is interesting as one can hope that the reduction of the confidence for out-of-distribution images also reduces the confidence of adversarial samples as typically adversarial samples are off the data manifold [30] and thus are also out-of-distribution samples. Our models have never seen adversarial samples during training, they only have been trained using adversarial noise.

Results: ACET improves in almost all cases compared to plain and CEDA the confidence on out-of-distribution images. It is the only method producing low confidence on adversarial noise and even reduces the confidence of adversarial samples.
Table 1: Results for: Plain, CEDA and ACET. We report test error of all models and show the mean maximum confidence (MMC) on the in- and out-distribution samples (lower is better for out-distribution samples), the AUC of the ROC curve (AUROC) for the discrimination between in- and out-distribution based on confidence value (higher is better), and the FPR at 95% true positive rate (lower is better).
References

Appendix

A. Proofs

However, before we come to the main result, we first present a technical lemma needed in the proof, which uses that all linear regions are polytopes and thus convex sets.

Lemma 3.1. Let \( \{Q_t\}_{t=1}^R \) be the set of linear regions associated to the ReLU-classifier \( f: \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^K \). For any \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \) there exists \( \alpha \in \mathbb{R} \) with \( \alpha > 0 \) and \( t \in \{1, \ldots, R\} \) such that \( \beta x \in Q_t \) for all \( \beta \geq \alpha \).

Proof. Suppose the statement would be false. Then there exist \( \{\beta_i\}_{i=1}^\infty \) with \( \beta_i \geq 0 \), \( \beta_i \geq \beta_j \) if \( i \leq j \) and \( \beta_i \rightarrow \infty \) as \( i \rightarrow \infty \) such that for \( \gamma \in [\beta_i, \beta_i+1) \) we have \( \gamma x \in Q_{r_i} \) with \( r_i \in \{1, \ldots, R\} \) and \( r_{i-1} \neq r_i \neq r_{i+1} \). As there are only finitely many regions there exist \( i, j \in \mathbb{N} \) with \( i < j \) such that \( r_i = r_j \), in particular \( \beta_i x \in Q_{r_i} \) and \( \beta_j x \in Q_{r_j} \). However, as the linear regions are convex sets also the line segment \([\beta_i x, \beta_j x] \in Q_{r_j}\). However, that implies \( \beta_i = \beta_j \) as neighboring segments are in different regions which contradicts the assumption. Thus there can only be finitely many \( \{\beta_i\}_{i=1}^M \) and the \( \{r_i\}_{i=1}^M \) have to be all different, which finishes the proof. \( \square \)

Theorem 3.1. Let \( \mathbb{R}^d = \bigcup_{t=1}^R Q_t \) and \( f(x) = V^t x + a^t \) be the piecewise affine representation of the output of a ReLU network on \( Q_t \). Suppose that \( V^t \) does not contain identical rows for all \( t = 1, \ldots, R \), then for almost any \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \) and \( \epsilon > 0 \) there exists an \( \alpha > 0 \) and a class \( k \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \) such that for \( z = \alpha x \) it holds

\[
\frac{e^{f_k(z)}}{\sum_{r=1}^K e^{f_r(z)}} \geq 1 - \epsilon.
\]

Moreover, \( \lim_{\alpha \to \infty} \frac{e^{f_k(ax)}}{\sum_{r=1}^K e^{f_r(ax)}} = 1 \). \( \square \)

Proof. By Lemma 3.1 there exists a region \( Q_t \) with \( t \in \{1, \ldots, R\} \) and \( \beta > 0 \) such that for all \( \alpha \geq \beta \) we have \( \alpha x \in Q_t \). Let \( f(z) = V^t z + a^t \) be the affine form of the ReLU classifier \( f \) on \( Q_t \). Let \( k^* = \arg \max_k \langle v_k^t, x \rangle \), where \( v_k^t \) is the \( k \)-th row of \( V^t \). As \( V^t \) does not contain identical rows, that is \( v_l^t \neq v_m^t \) for \( l \neq m \), the maximum is uniquely attained up to a set of measure zero. If the maximum is unique, it holds for sufficiently large \( \alpha \geq \beta \)

\[
\langle v_l^t - v_k^*, \alpha x \rangle + a_l^t - a_k^* < 0, \quad \forall l \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \setminus \{k^*\}.
\]

Thus \( \alpha x \in Q_t \) is classified as \( k^* \). Moreover,

\[
\frac{e^{f_k^*(\alpha x)}}{\sum_{l=1}^K e^{f_l(\alpha x)}} = \frac{e^{\langle v_{k^*}^t, \alpha x \rangle + a_{k^*}^t}}{\sum_{l=1}^K e^{\langle v_{l}^t, \alpha x \rangle + a_{l}^t}} = \frac{1}{1 + \sum_{l \neq k^*} e^{\langle v_{l}^t - v_{k^*}^t, \alpha x \rangle + a_{l}^t - a_{k^*}^t}}.
\]

By inequality (5) all the terms in the exponential are negative and thus by upscaling \( \alpha \), using \( \langle v_{l}^t, x \rangle > \langle v_{k^*}^t, x \rangle \) for all \( l \neq k^* \), we can get the exponential term arbitrarily close to 0. In particular,

\[
\lim_{\alpha \to \infty} \frac{1}{1 + \sum_{l \neq k^*} e^{\langle v_{l}^t - v_{k^*}^t, \alpha x \rangle + a_{l}^t - a_{k^*}^t}} = 1.
\]

Theorem 3.2. Let \( f_k(x) = \sum_{t=1}^N \alpha_{kt} e^{-\gamma \|x-x_t\|^2_2} \), \( k = 1, \ldots, K \) be an RBF-network trained with cross-entropy loss on the training data \( (x_i, y_i)_{i=1}^N \). We define \( r_{\min} = \min_{i=1, \ldots, N} \|x - x_i\|_2 \) and \( \alpha = \max_{r,k} \sum_{t=1}^N |\alpha_{rt} - \alpha_{kt}| \). If \( \epsilon > 0 \) and

\[
r_{\min}^2 \geq \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left( \frac{\alpha}{\log(1 + K \epsilon)} \right),
\]

then for all \( k = 1, \ldots, K \),

\[
\frac{1}{K} - \epsilon \leq \frac{e^{f_k(x)}}{\sum_{r=1}^K e^{f_r(x)}} \leq \frac{1}{K} + \epsilon.
\]

Proof. It holds \( \frac{e^{f_k(x)}}{\sum_{r=1}^K e^{f_r(x)}} = \sum_{r=1}^K \frac{e^{f_r(x)}}{\sum_{r=1}^K e^{f_r(x)}} \). With

\[
|f_r(x) - f_k(x)| = \sum_{l} (\alpha_{rl} - \alpha_{kl}) e^{-\gamma \|x-x_t\|^2_2}
\]

\[
\leq e^{-\gamma r_{\min}^2} \sum_{l} |\alpha_{rl} - \alpha_{kl}|
\]

\[
\leq e^{-\gamma r_{\min}^2} \alpha \leq \log(1 + K \epsilon),
\]

where the last inequality follows by the condition on \( r_{\min} \). We get

\[
\frac{1}{\sum_{r=1}^K e^{f_r(x)} - f_k(x)} \geq \frac{1}{\sum_{r=1}^K e^{f_r(x)} - f_k(x)}
\]

\[
\geq \frac{1}{K e^{-\gamma r_{\min}^2}}
\]

\[
\geq \frac{1}{K} \frac{1}{1 + K \epsilon} \geq \frac{1}{K} - \epsilon,
\]

where we have used in the third inequality the condition on \( r_{\min}^2 \) and in the last step we use \( 1 \geq (1 - K \epsilon)(1 + \epsilon) \).
\[ K \epsilon = 1 - K^2 \epsilon^2. \] Similarly, we get
\[
\frac{1}{K} \sum_{r=1}^{K} e^{f_r(x) - f_k(x)} \leq \frac{1}{K} \sum_{r=1}^{K} e^{-|f_r(x) - f_k(x)|} \leq \frac{1}{K} e^{-\alpha \epsilon_{\min}^2} \leq \frac{1}{K} (1 + K \epsilon) \leq 1 + \epsilon.
\]
This finishes the proof. \( \square \)

B. Additional \( \alpha \)-scaling experiments

We also do a similar \( \alpha \)-scaling experiment, but with the projection to the image domain ([0,1] box), and report the percentage of overconfident predictions (higher than 95\% confidence) in Table 2, second row. We observe that such a technique can lead to overconfident predictions even in the image domain for the plain models. At the same time, on all datasets, the ACET models have a significantly smaller fraction of overconfident examples compared to the plain models.

C. The effect of Adversarial Confidence Enhanced Training

In this section we compare predictions of the plain model trained on MNIST (Figure 2) and the model trained with ACET (Figure 3). We analyze the images that receive the lowest maximum confidence on the original dataset (MNIST), and the highest maximum confidence on the two datasets that were used for evaluation (EMNIST, grayCIFAR-10).

**Evaluated on MNIST:** We observe that for both models the lowest maximum confidence corresponds to hand input images that are either discontinuous, rotated or simply ambiguous.

**Evaluated on EMNIST:** Note that some handwritten letters from EMNIST, e.g. 'o' and 'i' may look exactly the same as digits '0' and '1'. Therefore, one should not expect that an ideal model assigns uniform confidences to all EMNIST images. For Figure 2 and Figure 3 we consider predictions on letters that in general do not look exactly like digits ('a', 'b', 'c', 'd'). We observe that the images with the highest maximum confidence correspond to the handwritten letters that resemble digits, so the predictions of both models are justified.

**Evaluated on Grayscale CIFAR-10:** This dataset consists of the images that are clearly distinct from digits. Thus, one can expect uniform confidences on such images, which is achieved by the ACET model (Table 1), but not with the plain model. The mean maximum confidence of the ACET model is close to 10\%, with several individual images that are scored with up to 40.41\% confidence. Note, that this is much better than for the plain model, which assigns up to 99.60\% confidence for the images that have nothing to do with digits. This result is particularly interesting, since the ACET model has not been trained on grayscale CIFAR-10 examples, and yet it shows much better confidence calibration for out-of-distribution samples.

D. Explicit Derivation of the piecewise affine function of ReLU networks

In the following we follow [7]. For simplicity we just present fully connected layers (note that convolutional layers are a particular case of them). Denote by \( \sigma : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}, \sigma(t) = \max\{0, t\} \), the ReLU activation function, by \( L + 1 \) the number of layers and \( W^{(l)} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_l \times n_{l-1}} \) and \( b^{(l)} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_l} \) respectively are the weights and offset vectors of layer \( l \), for \( l = 1, \ldots, L + 1 \) and \( n_0 = d \). For \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \) one defines \( g^{(0)}(x) = x \). Then one can recursively define the pre- and post-activation output of every layer as
\[
\begin{align*}
f^{(k)}(x) &= W^{(k)} g^{(k-1)}(x) + b^{(k)}, \quad \text{and} \\
g^{(k)}(x) &= \sigma(f^{(k)}(x)), \quad k = 1, \ldots, L,
\end{align*}
\]
so that the resulting classifier is obtained as
\[
\begin{align*}
f^{(L+1)}(x) &= W^{(L+1)} g^{(L)}(x) + b^{(L+1)}.
\end{align*}
\]
Let \( \Delta^{(l)} \), \( \Sigma^{(l)} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_l \times n_l} \) for \( l = 1, \ldots, L \) be diagonal matrices defined elementwise as
\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta^{(l)}(x)_{ij} &= \begin{cases} 
\sign(f^{(l)}_i(x)) & \text{if } i = j, \\
0 & \text{else},
\end{cases} \\
\Sigma^{(l)}(x)_{ij} &= \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } i = j \text{ and } f^{(l)}_i(x) > 0, \\
0 & \text{else}.
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
Note that for leaky ReLU the entries would be 1 and \( \alpha \) instead. This allows to write \( f^{(k)}(x) \) as composition of affine functions, that is
\[
f^{(k)}(x) = W^{(k)} \Sigma^{(k-1)}(x) \left( W^{(k-1)} \Sigma^{(k-2)}(x) \left( \cdots \left( W^{(1)} x + b^{(1)} \right) \cdots \right) + b^{(k-1)} \right) + b^{(k)},
\]
We can further simplify the previous expression as \( f^{(k)}(x) = V^{(k)} x + a^{(k)} \), with \( V^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_k \times d} \) and \( a^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_k} \).
Figure 2: Top Row: predictions of the plain MNIST model with the lowest maximum confidence. Middle Row: predictions of the plain MNIST model on letters 'a', 'b', 'c', 'd' of EMNIST with the highest maximum confidence. Bottom Row: predictions of the plain MNIST model on the grayscale version of CIFAR-10 with the highest maximum confidence. Note that although the predictions on EMNIST are mostly justified, the predictions on CIFAR-10 are overconfident on the images that have no resemblance to digits.

Figure 3: Top Row: predictions of the ACET MNIST model with the lowest maximum confidence. Middle Row: predictions of the ACET MNIST model on letters 'a', 'b', 'c', 'd' of EMNIST with the highest maximum confidence. Bottom Row: predictions of the ACET MNIST model on the grayscale version of CIFAR-10 with the highest maximum confidence. Note that for the ACET model the predictions on both EMNIST and grayCIFAR-10 are now justified.

The polytope $Q(x)$, the linear region containing $x$, can be characterized as an intersection of $N = \sum_{i=1}^{L} n_i$ half spaces given by

$$\Gamma_{i,t} = \left\{ z \in \mathbb{R}^d \mid \Delta^{(t)}(x)(V^{(t)}_i z + a^{(t)}_i) \geq 0 \right\},$$

where $\Delta^{(t)}(x)$ is the $t$-th difference operator, $V^{(t)}_i$ is the $i$-th element of $V^{(t)}$, $a^{(t)}_i$ is the $i$-th element of $a^{(t)}$, and $V^{(t)}$ and $a^{(t)}$ are given by

$$V^{(t)} = W^{(k)} \left( \prod_{l=1}^{k-1} \Sigma^{(k-l)}(x) W^{(k-l)} \right) \quad \text{and}$$

$$a^{(t)} = b^{(k)} + \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} \left( \prod_{m=1}^{k-l} W^{(k+1-m)} \Sigma^{(k-m)}(x) \right) b^{(m)}.$$
for \( l = 1, \ldots, L, \ i = 1, \ldots, n_l \), namely

\[
Q(x) = \bigcap_{l=1,\ldots,L} \bigcap_{i=1,\ldots,n_l} \Gamma_{i,l}.
\]

Note that \( N \) is also the number of hidden units of the network. Finally, we can write

\[
f^{(L+1)}(z)\big|_{Q(x)} = V^{(L+1)}z + a^{(L+1)},
\]

which is the affine restriction of \( f \) to \( Q(x) \).

**E. RBF-Networks know when they don’t know**

While the result for ReLU network seems not to be known, the following result is at least qualitatively known [10] but we could not find a reference for it. In contrast to the ReLU networks it turns out that Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks have the property to produce approximately uniform confidence predictions far away from the training data. Thus there exist classifiers which satisfy the minimal requirement which we formulated in Section 1. In the following theorem we explicitly quantify what “far away” means in terms of parameters of the RBF classifier and the training data.

**Theorem E.1.** Let \( f_k(x) = \sum_{l=1}^{N} a_{kl} e^{-\gamma \|x-x_i\|^2}, \ k = 1, \ldots, K \) be an RBF-network trained with cross-entropy loss on the training data \((x_i, y_i)_{i=1}^{N}\). We define \( r_{\min} = \min_{l=1,\ldots,N} \|x-x_l\|_2 \) and \( \alpha = \max_{r,k} \sum_{l=1}^{N} |a_{rl} - a_{kl}| \). If \( \epsilon > 0 \) and

\[
r_{\min}^2 \geq \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left( \frac{\alpha}{\log(1 + K\epsilon)} \right),
\]

then for all \( k = 1, \ldots, K \),

\[
\frac{1}{K} - \epsilon \leq \frac{e_{f_k(x)}}{\sum_{r=1}^{K} e_{f_r(x)}} \leq \frac{1}{K} + \epsilon.
\]

We think that it is a very important open problem to realize a similar result as in Theorem E.1 for a class of neural networks.

**F. Experiments**

In the evaluation, we follow [14, 21, 19] by training on one dataset and evaluating the confidence on other out of distribution datasets and noise images. In contrast to [21, 19] we neither use a different parameter set for each test dataset [21] nor do we use one of the test datasets during training [19]. More precisely, we train on MNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, where we use the LeNet architecture on MNIST taken from [22] and a ResNet architecture [12] for the other datasets. We also use standard data augmentation which includes random crops for all datasets and random mirroring for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. For the generation of out-of-distribution images from \( p_{\text{out}} \) we proceed as follows: half of the images are generated by randomly permuting pixels of images from the training set and half of the images are generated uniformly at random. Then we apply to these images a Gaussian filter with standard deviation \( \sigma \in [1.0, 2.5] \) as lowpass filter to have more low-frequency structure in the noise. As the Gaussian filter leads to a contrast reduction we apply afterwards a global rescaling so that the maximal range of the image is again in \([0, 1] \).

**Training:** We train each model normally (plain), with confidence enhancing data augmentation (CEDA) and with adversarial confidence enhancing training (ACET). It is well known that weight decay alone reduces overconfident predictions. Thus we use weight decay with regularization parameter \( 5 \cdot 10^{-4} \) for all models leading to a strong baseline (plain). For both CEDA (1) and ACET (3) we use \( \lambda = 1 \), that means 50% of the samples in each batch are from the original training set and 50% are noise samples as described before. For ACET we use \( p = \infty \) and \( \epsilon = 0.3 \) and optimize with PGD [22] using 40 iterations and stepsize 0.0075 for all datasets. All models are trained for 100 epochs with ADAM [16] on MNIST and SGD+momentum for SVHN/CIFAR-10/CIFAR-100. The initial learning rate is \( 10^{-3} \) for MNIST and 0.1 for SVHN/CIFAR-10 and it is reduced by a factor of 10 at the 50th, 75th and 90th of the in total 100 epochs. The code is available at [https://github.com/max-andr/re路上_networks_overconfident](https://github.com/max-andr/re路上_networks_overconfident).

**Evaluation:** We report for each model (plain, CEDA, ACET) the test error and the mean maximal confidence (for each point this is \( \max_{k=1,\ldots,K} e_{f_k(x)} \)) as

\[
\frac{1}{K} \sum_{r=1}^{K} e_{f_r(x)}
\]

denoted as MMC, on the test set. In order to evaluate how well we reduce the confidence on the outdistribution, we use four datasets on CIFAR-10 [17] and SVHN [27] (namely among CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, SVHN, ImageNet-, which is a subset of ImageNet where we removed classes similar to CIFAR-10, and the classroom subset of LSUN [35] we use the ones on which we have not trained) and for MNIST we evaluate on EMNIST [6], a grayscale version of CIFAR-10 and Fashion MNIST [34]. Additionally, we show the evaluations on noise, adversarial noise and adversarial samples. The noise is generated in the same way as the noise we use for training. For adversarial noise, where we maximize the maximal confidence over all classes (see \( L_{\text{out}}(f, z) \) in (2)), we use PGD with 200 iterations.
We evaluate all trained models on uniform random inputs scaled by a constant \( \alpha \geq 1 \) (note that the resulting inputs will not constitute valid images anymore, since in most cases they exceed the \([0,1]^d\) box). We find the minimum \( \alpha \) such that the models output 99.9% confidence on them, and report the median over 10,000 trials. As predicted by Theorem 3.1 we observe that it is always possible to obtain overconfident predictions just by scaling inputs by some constant \( \alpha \), and for plain models this constant is smaller than for ACET.

Second row: we show the percentage of overconfident predictions (higher than 95% confidence) when projecting back the \( \alpha \)-rescaled uniform noise images back to \([0,1]^d\). One observes that there are much less overconfident predictions for ACET compared to standard training.

Table 2: First row: We evaluate all trained models on uniform random inputs scaled by a constant \( \alpha \geq 1 \) (note that the resulting inputs will not constitute valid images anymore, since in most cases they exceed the \([0,1]^d\) box). We find the minimum \( \alpha \) such that the models output 99.9% confidence on them, and report the median over 10,000 trials. As predicted by Theorem 3.1 we observe that it is always possible to obtain overconfident predictions just by scaling inputs by some constant \( \alpha \), and for plain models this constant is smaller than for ACET.

Second row: we show the percentage of overconfident predictions (higher than 95% confidence) when projecting back the \( \alpha \)-rescaled uniform noise images back to \([0,1]^d\). One observes that there are much less overconfident predictions for ACET compared to standard training.

Figure 4: Histogram of confidence values (logarithmic scale) of adversarial samples based on MNIST test points. ACET is the only model where a significant fraction of adversarial samples have very low confidence. Note, however that the ACET model has not been trained on adversarial samples of MNIST, but only on adversarial noise.

and stepsize 0.0075 in the \( \epsilon \) ball w.r.t. the \( \|\cdot\|_\infty \)-norm with \( \epsilon = 0.3 \) (same as in training). Note that for training we use only 40 iterations, so that the attack at test time is significantly stronger. Finally, we check also the confidence on adversarial samples computed for the test set of the in-distribution dataset using 80 iterations of PGD with \( \epsilon = 0.3 \), stepsize 0.0075 for MNIST and \( \epsilon = 0.1 \), stepsize 0.0025 for the other datasets. The latter two evaluation modalities are novel compared to [14, 21, 19]. The adversarial noise is interesting as it actively searches for images which still yield high confidence in a neighborhood of a noise image and thus is a much more challenging than the pure evaluation on noise. Moreover, it potentially detects an over-adaptation to the noise model used during training in particular in CEDA. The evaluation on adversarial samples is interesting as one can hope that the reduction of the confidence for out-of-distribution images also reduces the confidence of adversarial samples as typically adversarial samples are off the data manifold [30] and thus are also out-of-distribution samples (even though their distance to the true distribution is small). Note that our models have never seen adversarial samples during training, they only have been trained using the adversarial noise. Nevertheless our ACET model can reduce the confidence on adversarial samples. As evaluation criteria we use the mean maximal confidence, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) where we use the confidence as a threshold for the detection problem (in-distribution vs. out-distribution). Moreover, we report in the same setting the false positive rate (FPR) when the true positive rate (TPR) is fixed to 95%. All results can be found in Table 1.

Main Results: In Table 1, we show the results of plain (normal training), CEDA and ACET. First of all, we observe that there is almost no difference between the test errors of all three methods. Thus improving the confidence far away from the training data does not impair the generalization performance. We also see that the plain models always produce relatively high confidence predictions on noise images and completely fail on adversarial noise. CEDA produces low confidence on noise images but mostly fails (except for MNIST) on adversarial noise which was to be expected as similar findings have been made for the creation of adversarial samples. Only ACET consistently produces low confidence predictions on adversarial noise and has high AUROC. For the out-of-distribution datasets, CEDA and ACET improve most of the time the maximal confidence and the AUROC, sometimes with very strong improvements like on MNIST evaluated on FMNIST or SVHN evaluated on LSUN. However, one observes that it is more difficult to reduce the confidence for related tasks e.g. MNIST evaluated on EMNIST or...
Finally, an interesting outcome is that ACET reduces the confidence on adversarial examples, see Figure 4 for an illustration for MNIST, and achieves on all datasets improved AUROC values so that one can detect more adversarial examples via thresholding the confidence compared to the plain and CEDA models. The improved performance of ACET is to some extent unexpected as we just bias the model towards uniform confidence over all classes far away from the training data, but adversarial examples are still close to the original images. In summary, ACET does improve confidence estimates significantly compared to the plain model but also compared to CEDA, in particular on adversarial noise and adversarial examples. ACET has also a beneficial effect on adversarial examples which is an interesting side effect and shows in our opinion that the models have become more reliable.

Far away high confidence predictions: Theorem 3.1 states that ReLU networks always attain high confidence predictions far away from the training data. The two network architectures used in this paper are ReLU networks. It is thus interesting to investigate if the confidence-enhanced training, ACET, makes it harder to reach high confidence than for the plain model. We do the following experiment: we take uniform random noise images \( x \) and then search for the smallest \( \alpha \) such that the classifier attains 99.9\% confidence on \( \alpha x \). This is exactly the construction from Theorem 3.1 and the result can be found in Table 2. We observe that indeed the required upscaling factor \( \alpha \) is significantly higher for ACET than for the plain models which implies that our method also influences the network far away from the training data. This also shows that even training methods explicitly aiming at counteracting the phenomenon of high confidence predictions far away from the training data, cannot prevent this. We also provide similar experiments, but with the projection to \([0,1]^d\) in the appendix.

G. ROC curves

We show the ROC curves for the binary classification task of separating True (in-distribution) images from False (out-distribution) images. These correspond to the AUROC values (area under the ROC curve) reported in Table 1 in the main paper. As stated in the paper the separation of in-distribution from out-distribution is done by thresholding the maximal confidence value over all classes taken from the original multi-class problem. Note that the ROC curve shows on the vertical axis the True Positive Rate (TPR), and the horizontal axis is the False Positive Rate (FPR). Thus the FPR\(\@95\%\)TPR value can be directly read off from the ROC curve as the FPR value achieved for 0.95 TPR. Note that a value of 1 of AUROC corresponds to a perfect classifier. A value below 0.5 means that the ordering is reversed: out-distribution images achieve on average higher confidence than the in-distribution images. The worst case is an AUROC of zero, in which case all out-distribution images achieve a higher confidence value than the in-distribution images.

G.1. ROC curves for the models trained on MNIST

In the ROC curves for the plain, CEDA and ACET models for MNIST that are presented in Figure 5, the different grades of improvements for the six evaluation datasets can be observed. For noise, the curve of the plain model is already quite close to the upper left corner (which means high AUROC), while for the models trained with CEDA and ACET, it actually reaches that corner, which is the ideal case. For adversarial noise, the plain model is worse than a random classifier, which manifests itself in the fact that the ROC curve runs below the diagonal. While CEDA is better, ACET achieves a very good result here as well.

G.2. ROC curves for the models trained on SVHN

CEDA and ACET significantly outperform plain training in all metrics. While CEDA and ACET perform similar on CIFAR-10, LSUN and noise, ACET outperforms CEDA clearly on adversarial noise and adversarial samples.

G.3. ROC curves for the models trained on CIFAR-10

The ROC curves for CIFAR10 show that this dataset is harder than MNIST or SVHN. However, CEDA and ACET improve significantly on SVHN. For LSUN even plain training is slightly better (only time for all three datasets). However, on noise and adversarial noise ACET outperforms all other methods.

G.4. ROC curves for the models trained on CIFAR-100

Qualitatively, on CIFAR-100, we observe the same results as for CIFAR-10. Note that the use of the confidences to distinguish between in- and out-distribution examples generally works worse here. This might be attributed to the fact that CIFAR-100 has considerably more classes, and a higher test error. Therefore, the in- and out-distribution confidences are more likely to overlap.
H. Histograms of confidence values

As the AUROC or the FPR@95%TPR just tell us how well the confidence values of in-distribution and out-distribution are ordered, we also report the histograms of achieved confidence values on the original dataset (in-distribution) on which it was trained and the different evaluation datasets. The histograms show how many times the maximum confidence for test images have certain values between minimal possible 0.1 (0.01 for CIFAR-100) and maximal possible 1.0. They give a more detailed picture than the single numbers for mean maximum confidence, area under ROC and FPR@95% TPR.

H.1. Histograms of confidence values for models trained on MNIST

As visible in the top row of Figure 9, the confidence values for clean MNIST test images don't change significantly for CEDA and ACET. For FMNIST, gray CIFAR-10 and Noise inputs, the maximum confidences of CEDA are generally shifted to lower values, and those of ACET even more so. For EMNIST, the same effect is observable, though much weaker due to the similarity of characters and digits. For adversarial noise, both CEDA and ACET are very successful in lowering the confidences, with most predictions around 10% confidence. As discussed in the main paper, CEDA is not very beneficial for adversarial images, while ACET slightly lowers its confidence to an average value of 85.4% here.

H.2. Histograms of confidence values for models trained on SVHN

Figure 10 shows that both CEDA and ACET assign lower confidences to the out-of-distribution samples from SVHN house numbers and LSUN classroom examples. CEDA and ACET, as expected, also significantly improve on noise samples. While a large fraction of adversarial samples/noise still achieve high confidence values, our ACET trained model is the only one that lowers the confidences for adversarial noise and adversarial samples significantly.

H.3. Histograms of confidence values for models trained on CIFAR-10

In Figure 11, CEDA and ACET lower significantly the confidence on noise, and ACET shows an improvement for adversarial noise, which fools the plain and CEDA models completely. For CIFAR-10, plain and
CEDA models yield very high confidence values on adversarial images, while for ACET model the confidence is reduced. Additionally, on SVHN, we observe a shift towards lower confidence for CEDA and ACET compared to the plain model.

H.4. Histograms of confidence values for models trained on CIFAR-100

In Figure 12, we see similar results to the other datasets. It is noticeable in the histograms that for adversarial noise, the deployed attack either achieves 100% confidence or no improvement at all. For CEDA, the attack succeeds in most cases, and for ACET only rarely.
Figure 9: Histograms (logarithmic scale) of maximum confidence values of the three compared models for MNIST on various evaluation datasets.
Figure 10: Histograms (logarithmic scale) of maximum confidence values of the three compared models for SVHN on various evaluation datasets.
Figure 11: Histograms (logarithmic scale) of maximum confidence values of the three compared models for CIFAR-10 on various evaluation datasets.
Figure 12: Histograms (logarithmic scale) of maximum confidence values of the three compared models for CIFAR-100 on various evaluation datasets.